BLUE DEVIL weekend
Clubs at Fuqua
Hey Class of 2026!

We are so excited to welcome you to TEAM FUQUA!

A big part of the Fuqua community is our strong network of professional, diversity, and activity clubs. They’re 100% run for students and by the students.

This book is a preview of the organizations you can join and help lead next fall. If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to reach out to the club’s point of contact.
MISSION

The Duke MBA Blockchain Club raises awareness about disruptive blockchain technology by providing education and resources to students, develops practical project skills by uniting efforts of different Duke Schools to execute blockchain projects and build student owned startups, and facilitates diverse and inclusive recruiting in the blockchain space through recruitment events and conferences. Our goal is to establish Duke as a leader in blockchain research and innovation.

CONTACT

Co-Presidents:
Burcak Agridag
burcak.agridag@duke.edu
Ara Perseghian
ara.perseghian@duke.edu

EVENTS

Annual Flagship Duke Blockchain Conference
Hackathon
Industry & Entrepreneurship Workshops
Career Recruiting

CABINET

Events
Career
Education
Communications
Token Management
Treasury
The Duke MBA Consulting Club

Our Leadership

Abby David  
Co-President

Amlan Praharaj  
Co-President

What we do

• Provide the tools and support needed to succeed in the recruiting process and beyond

• Foster learning about the consulting industry and consulting career paths

How we do it

5 Key Initiatives:

• Consulting Symposium
• Roadmap
• Consulting Families
• Week in Cities
• Mock Interview Week

Connect with us! DMCC Inbox: fuquaDMCC@duke.edu
WHO ARE WE?

- **Passionate** about human-centered design and playful problem-solving
- **Curious** about the application of design-thinking across all industries
- **Excited** to discover and share new ways to embrace design-thinking

WHAT DO WE DO?

We **educate**, **practice**, and **apply** design-thinking principles through a series of events designed to prepare our members for creative careers. Some of our events include:

- **The Design Summit** - a conference focusing on using design thinking to transform organizations, develop innovative products, and generate a positive impact on communities
- **User Experience Secrets** – how to best measure the impact of your products/initiatives on consumers’ experiences via survey design
- **Intro to Design Thinking** – a session with a renowned Fuqua professor in the basics of design thinking

Past Events

- **Dell Improv event** – designing hardware solutions to one of Dell’s real business problems
- **Ethical Tech event** – discussing how to design tech solutions ethically
- **Imaginative Innovation event** – prototyping small-scale solutions

WANT TO LEARN MORE?

saikumar.kuragayalu@duke.edu / sushma.maramreddy@duke.edu
Mission

We want to give you the power to fuel your career in the energy sector. Our goal is to ensure that Fuqua is the #1 school of choice for top energy companies.

The class of ‘24 interned in energy across these companies:

- Consulting: BCG, accenture
- Finance: Bank of America, Marathon Capital, Citi, Vanguard, State Street Global Advisors
- Other: RMI, TerraPower, Chevron, Global Thermostat, TESLA

Activities

- Duke University Energy Conference
  - 2nd largest student run energy conference
  - Builds leadership skills & your network!

- Emerging Markets Case Comp
  - Compete against students from 10+ countries
  - $15,000 in annual prize money!

- Week in Cities
  - Annual Week-in-Cities to visit companies and energy infrastructure
  - Previously visited SF, Houston, and Charlotte

- ClimateCAP
  - Founded at Duke, the leading cross-MBA conference for Energy & Sustainability
  - 30+ students annually attend ClimateCap

Co-Presidents

- Andrew Shuffer
  - andrew.shuffer@duke.edu
- Alex Wilson
  - aw520@duke.edu
Entrepreneurship & Venture Capital Club (EVCC)
Duke – Fuqua MBA

We’re an industry-agnostic club focused on:
- Entrepreneurship
- Startups
- Venture Capital

We serve Duke MBA students who are:
- Recruiting with Startups or Venture Capital firms — Internship, FT role, fellowships
- Launching a startup during their MBA time at Fuqua
- Interested in learning more about entrepreneurship, startups, and VCs

Get in Touch

Co-Presidents
Madina Kabore (madina.kabore@duke.edu)
Joe Janey (joe.janey@duke.edu)

Join the EVCC newsletter to receive more information
Entrepreneurship Through Acquisition (ETA) Club

Guiding Questions

1. Do you want to be a CEO or get on the C-Suite path shortly after Fuqua?
2. Do you want to know how to buy a business?
3. Do you want to scale companies with a recurring cash flow and an established customer base?

If yes, then Join ETA Club!

We serve a highly motivated, tight knit community of students and alumni seeking to acquire businesses.

Club Offerings

People

- Foster connections with industry experts, alumni, and other leading MBA programs
- Supportive community of current and former searchers, operators, and investors
- Guest speakers and training sessions
- Mentorship and cross school collaboration

Processes

- Share the “Search Roadmap” and ETA Playbook to help educate the Fuqua Community on the search process, career paths, and outcomes

Tools and Resources

- Share a consolidated collection of proprietary models, tech, and training ETA professionals use on a day-to-day basis

Contact Us

Jacob Stone, Co President
jacob.stone@duke.edu

Tobi Adewodu, Co President
tobi.adewodu@duke.edu

More on Fuqua Connect
fuquaconnect.duke.edu
Welcome to Finance Club. We’re here to Champion the success of Fuqua students by providing educational, social, and career resources that cater to a diverse range of finance interests. At Fuqua we empower through skill development and leadership opportunities to foster a thriving finance community.
The **Duke MBA FinTech Club** fosters a tight-knit community of FinTech enthusiasts, aiming to boost awareness and understanding of the latest innovations in the field. We're committed to unlocking new learning and career growth opportunities for our members.

**Major Initiatives 2024-2025**

- **Recruiting Roadmap** – Craft a comprehensive FinTech roadmap. Explore the myriad sectors and career opportunities within the FinTech ecosystem.
- **FinTech Trek** - Visit companies in the Research Triangle and other FinTech hubs.
- **Speaker Series** – Learn from professionals about their experience in the FinTech world!
- **FinTech Conference** – Learn and connect with FinTech experts, gain insights into cutting-edge technology, and forge valuable relationships.
Duke MBA Food & AgClub

Type: Professional Club

Mission: Increase recruiting opportunities in the food, agriculture, and agribusiness sectors, educate the Fuqua community on trends in food and agriculture, and connect members with the broader food community.

2024-2025 Goals:

1. Enable Diverse Career Exploration
Bring additional companies to campus for non-traditional food and agriculture-based roles and grow ecosystem for entrepreneurial or social impact work in the Food & Ag space.

2. Connect with the Community
Engage through service and learning in the greater RTP community and larger NC food and agriculture industries.

3. Build Excitement and Exposure
Highlight the innovation, opportunities, and growth driven by food and agriculture through fun and impactful events at Fuqua and beyond.

Key Events:
- Food Con Conference, annual conference between NC State, UNC, and Duke
- Food & Agriculture Industry Tours in Research Triangle

Ongoing Initiatives:
- Custom career search support for Food and Ag careers
- Professional speakers in food industry
- Shared resources for food recruiting
- Sustainable Food Systems book club
- Duke Campus Farm volunteering
Fuqua Travels

**Educate**
- Inform students about career opportunities in the hospitality, travel, and leisure industries.
- Offer recruiting preparation through mock interviews, resume assistance, and informational sessions.

**Enrich**
- Partner with local travel and leisure companies to increase industry exposure.
- Sponsor company presentations with representatives from major companies in the industry.

**Explore**
- Promote traveling through the @Fuqua.Travels Instagram account and run photo contests.
- Share travel experiences through various social events.

Contact: Robin Seeds robin.seeds@duke.edu or Ben Stafslien ben.stafslien@duke.edu with any questions
General Management Club

Co-Presidents Contact Information

Vikas Vala
vikas.vala@duke.edu

Samantha Burger
sam.burger@duke.edu

- We help Fuqua students navigate recruiting for internal strategic roles in multiple industries
- We provide educational programming for those considering careers in corporate strategy, corporate finance, product management, and operations
- We serve as an integral part of the Fuqua Community, sponsoring professional and social events throughout the year

Flagship Events
- The General Management Symposium
- LADDER
- Industry Intensives
- Internship Housing Happy Hour
- Leadership Book Club
- Upskill Workshops
- DaVita, Honeywell, PepsiCo Case Workshops
- Sip Circle Practice Session
The Duke MBA Health Care Club is one of the largest student-led clubs at Fuqua that is dedicated to educating members on career opportunities and industry trends throughout all facets of the healthcare sector.

Key Events

Health Care Conference: This student-run event brings together clinicians, business leaders, and students from across the country to discuss business and policy issues affecting the health sector.

Health Care Lifeline Program: This coordinated roadmap program was developed specifically for first-year students to learn about and prepare for the recruiting process for internships in the health care industry.

Mock “Super Day”: Second-year students act as interviewers to give first-year students the opportunity to practice interviewing in the “super day” format.

Week-in-Cities: First-year students travel during the fall to visit companies, network, and gain a better perspective on internship and full-time opportunities.

For more information about the Health Care Club, please contact:
Manon Herbinet (manon.herbinet@duke.edu)
Cameron Pott (cameron.pott@duke.edu)

Health Care Club Website: https://www.fuquahcc.com/
LUXURY BRANDS CLUB

Our Mission:
To bring awareness to retail and luxury trends and support the career pursuits of our members

Professional Resources:
• Assistance with custom career search process
• Access to alumni and industry contacts
• Recruiting workshop for first-year students
• Luxury and retail trends newsletters

Activities and Events:
• Industry guest speakers
• FY/SY networking socials and mentorship
• Club networking trip/retreat
• Company visits

QUESTIONS?
Please contact:
Anna Maria Graham:
annamaria.graham@duke.edu
&
Kennedy Ralston
kennedy.ralston@duke.edu

Follow us on IG:
@dukefuqualbc
Duke MBA Marketing Club

Providing resources, support and community for MBA students pursuing careers in marketing across sectors, including consumer packaged goods (CPG), tech, retail, and healthcare.

Ellie Baumgartner and Eric Kirkpatrick
2024-2025 Co-Presidents

SIGNATURE PROGRAMMING

Marketing Integrated Learning Experience (MILE): Our recruiting prep series teaches fundamentals from building relationships to casing

Marketing Symposium: Kicking off the year, this half-day event brings 8+ companies to campus for networking and educational sessions

Brand Challenge: An experiential marketing competition during Fuqua Friday with briefs from companies that recruit on campus

Ad Bowl: The annual Ad Bowl is an opportunity to review and discuss that year’s Super Bowl advertisements, led by a Fuqua marketing professor.

Corporate Education Events: Skill development sessions lead by Fuqua alums and representatives from our partner companies

Questions? We’d love to talk to you!

Ellie Baumgartner
Ellie.Baumgartner@duke.edu

Eric Kirkpatrick
Eric.Kirkpatrick@duke.edu

https://www.dukembamarketingclub.com/
Media, Entertainment & Sports Club

• Our mission is to leverage the incredible Fuqua and broader Duke networks to provide professional and personal resources to students interested in the worlds of Media, Entertainment & Sports.

• We have valuable relationships with top companies in these industries...our 2023 Week in Cities Treks to Los Angeles included visits and meetings with the Los Angeles Rams, Spotify, the Los Angeles Dodgers, Wasserman, LA2028, SiriusXM and the Los Angeles Galaxy.

• We host speaker events throughout the year that feature top industry executives, thought leaders and other notable individuals from the MES world, from both inside and outside of Fuqua.

Contact our co-presidents with any questions:
Will Bartlett: will.bartlett@duke.edu
Mariana Valle: mariana.valle@duke.edu
WHO WE ARE

• Professional club of students passionate about the intersection of business and social impact/sustainability
• Local chapter of the international Net Impact community
• One of the largest clubs at Fuqua with 250+ members
• Student arm of the Center for the Advancement of Social Entrepreneurship (CASE) and the Center for Energy, Development, and the Global Environment (EDGE)
• Nationally recognized Gold Chapter for 11 years and counting!

WHAT WE DO

• Provide resources, foster relationships, and expand opportunities for students interested in building careers in the impact sector
• Organize a wide array of events, including:
  • Conferences with leading industry professionals
  • Outreach engagements with the broader Durham community
  • Career and industry workshops and treks
  • Member socials

Want to learn more? Contact our co-presidents: Lilah Kalfus (lilah.kalfus@duke.edu) and Gerard Pozzi (gerard.pozzi@duke.edu).
The Private Equity ("PE") Club has a long-standing tradition of supporting students’ professional interests in PE, from defining the asset class to securing jobs in the industry.

Current leadership’s agenda includes:
- Increasing awareness by promoting active engagement
- Providing educational opportunities & career resources
- Strengthening alumni relations

Club events include:
- Annual PEVC conference with 400+ attendees
- Professional / industry speaker panels
- Student-led educational events
- Networking resources
- Event co-sponsorship with other clubs

Mikal Nathani, Co-President
Mikal.nathani@duke.edu

Sam Weldon, Co-President
Samuel.weldon@duke.edu
Tech Club – Why join the Tech Club?
Visit us online at https://sites.duke.edu/fuquatechclub/

We are one of the largest professional clubs in Fuqua with over 700 members! Why are we so popular? Because we will:

✓ Provide a strong support system for successful tech recruiting.
  ✓ 17% of 2023 (23% in 2022) Fuqua grads were hired by tech companies, with 13% of 2024 (26% in 2023) grads interning in tech.

✓ Create networking opportunities with top tech companies.
  ✓ We organize treks to visit 25+ companies in San Francisco, Seattle, and Austin, the biggest tech hubs in the country.

✓ Organize high-quality events featuring tech pioneers shaping the industry.

✓ Learn technical skills that are highly valued by firms.

Are you interested in learning more?
Email diego.alvarezm@duke.edu or spoorthy.kotla@duke.edu for more info.
American Latinx Student Association (ALMA)

Mission:
ALMA’s mission is to build a diverse, inclusive, and collaborative space to promote fellowship and professional development for the underrepresented Latinx minority while celebrating American Latinx culture. ALMA acknowledges that there is an opportunity to build a strong sense of community within the U.S. Latinx students and position Fuqua as the program to attend for Latinx students.

Academic & Career
• BBSA Professional Conference
• Prospanica Conference
• Fuqua MBA Minority Workshop
• Professional Development Company Presentations

Alumni Engagement
• Fuqua MBA Minority Workshop
• Mentorship Pairing
• Alumni Happy Hours

Social Events
• Carne Asada
• Fall Retreat
• Loteria Night
• Hispanic Heritage Month
• Affinity/Professional Club Mixers
**Asian Business Club**

**Our Vision**

Support club members’ engagement to Fuqua community and be a reliable resource for all past, current, and future students

**Club Activities**

**1. Career Development**

- Support club members career development
- Collaborate with external organizations including National Association of Asian American Professionals.
- Resume/Cover Letter Reviews
- Recruiting Prep Groups and 1:1 Mentorship with Second-Years.
- Business Etiquette session

**2. Culture and Social**

- Promote Asian culture in Fuqua
- Build a strong and reliable community
- Weekend Club Retreats
- Experience Asia
- Thai Full Moon Party
- Welcome webinar for First Year students
- (What does a Fuqua/Durham life and First Year recruiting process look like?, etc.)
- Events with other diversity clubs

---

https://fuquaconnect.duke.edu/organization/asian-business-club

https://www.instagram.com/fuqua_abc/

**Co-Presidents Contact**

Andy Liu: andy.liu2@duke.edu
Sonia Lee: jiyoung.lee@duke.edu
AWIB is a professional development club focused on fostering, celebrating and advancing all women both personally and professionally.

**Annual events**

- **Admissions:** Women's Leadership Weekend
- **Career:** Networking circles and targeted career growth workshops
- **Health & Wellness:** Exercise classes and mental health chats
- **Social & Networking:** Gal’s-Giving, Galentine’s Day, Winter Formal
- **Parenthood & Partners:** Off-campus activities and regular lunches for Fuqua moms

10 Corporate Sponsors, including PwC, Amazon, Deloitte, Accenture, Chevron, and more!

The Largest Student Organization at Fuqua with 450+ members

150+ signed Ally Pledges... and counting!

Any questions? Email rhea.philip@duke.edu and kelsey.worsham@duke.edu
Black Business Students Association (BBSA)

Mission: Foster Connections, Support our Community, & Reunite the Diaspora

Our Leadership

Chizoma Ekechukwu
Co-President

Kanu Uwakaneme
Co-President

Contact us: bbsa@duke.edu

Our Aim: Connect Greater Black Fuqua and Prospectives

- Increase member and alumni engagement
- Cultivate connections across greater Black Duke
- Increase Black speaker representation at Fuqua
- Engage with prospective and accepted students
- Events: Welcome Retreat | Fuqua/UNC Black Mixer
  BBSA Annual Conference | MBA Workshop | National Black Conference | Holiday Parties

Our Strategy: Support Professional Development + Community Building

- Increase community service
- Increase corporate sponsorship
- Real Talk sessions on Fuqua life, internships, etc.

Our Impact: Black Leaders Reunite the Diaspora

- Elevate and Ignite Black leadership in business
- Build community with BBSA and BIA (Business in Africa)
Welcome to the Business in Africa club.

BIA is a club for anyone interested in learning more about the 54 countries that make up the continent; the over 1000 cultures and business opportunities in the emerging market of 1.2bn people.

Social activities
- Community Events with Fuquans and Big Duke (pre-games, cookouts, fire-side events)
- Cultural and inclusion treks to Ghana (additional destination coming up in 2020)

Professional development focus
- Career opportunities on the continent.
  - Internship opportunities, study abroad and full-time opportunities.
- Professional and Alumni engagements.
  - Through Under-represented minority workshops and conferences.

Club Presidents (2024-2025): David Owusu-Gyebi (david.owusu-gyebi@duke.edu)
Odufa Abalu (odufa.abalu@duke.edu)
Christian Business Fellowship (CBF)

Foster Christ-centered relationships between members and encourage one another to serve our school and community by reflecting the love of Christ.

- Non-denominational, open to all students regardless of where they are in their faith journey.
- Organize both structured and informal gatherings
- Resource Center for fellowship and church connections
- Build relationships within CBF and students, faculty, and staff across Fuqua (all academic programs).
- Safe place for spiritual conversations and growth
- Promote strong positive presence on campus
- Events on a topics relevant to Christians in business and Interfaith Dialogue

Scan the QR above to contact us on our FuquaConnect Homepage!

Co-Presidents:
Juan Pablo Parra
juan.parra@duke.edu
Runo Obafemi
runo.obafemi@duke.edu
We exist to

BUILD future generations of DAFA by identifying, developing, and assisting high caliber veteran applicants.

PREPARE members for recruiting by providing a network of top-tier employers and veteran alumni and through interview preparation.

MENTOR transitioning service members on matters concerning the VA, GI Bill, reserves etc.

SERVE through engagement, sharing perspectives, and volunteering within Fuqua, Duke, and Triangle area communities.

Some of what we do

LIBERTY BALL
DAFA hosts a night of dancing and military traditions

VET TALKS
DAFA members share about their time in the military

OPERATION BLUE DEVIL
DAFA joins fellow Fuqua classmates for a day of Special Operations training at Fort Bragg

VETERANS VICTORY LAP 5K
A DAFA-led run/walk for the entire Duke community

Please contact the DAFA co-presidents for more information:
Julianne Dahlman (julianne.dahlman@duke.edu), Adam Davis (adam.m.davis@duke.edu)
dukefuquaveterans.org
European Club

Purpose
Promoting the European culture at Fuqua and supporting career opportunities in Europe

Events
- Oktoberfest
- MBA Career in Europe
- Saint Patrick’s Day
- Cabinet dinners
- Drinks around the world
- And many more!

Contacts
European Club Co-presidents: Burcak Agridag burcak.agridag@duke.edu and Ryan Mascheri ryan.mascheri@duke.edu. Please, feel free to reach out to us!
Fuqua Pride

Website Here!

Founded in 1996 | Fuqua Pride is one of the largest LGBTQ+ MBA student clubs in the nation

Class Profile: 10% of students identify as LGBTQ+ and over 200 student allies at Duke Fuqua Daytime MBA

Key Events & Initiatives
- “Out in Business” Speaker Series
- National Coming Out Day panel
- ROMBA Prep and Attendance
- Children’s Holiday Book Giveaway for Fuqua Families
- Drag Show
- LGBTQ+ Admissions Weekend
- Inter-Duke Social Events
- Career Mentorship
- Durham Pride Parade

Contact For More Info:
Co-Presidents
Maisie Aines (maisie.aines@duke.edu)
Ali Manbeck (alexandra.manbeck@duke.edu)
GREATER CHINA CLUB

We look forward to seeing you in the fall!

Creating Bridges for Chinese Students to Succeed

Representation
• Host cultural and cross-cultural events to enhance the presence of Chinese culture across Fuqua communities
• Organize trips and travels that bonding among club members

Career Support
• Create SY-to-FY career support groups in different industries
• Invite GCC alumni to share recruiting experience and insights

Admissions
• Host China-based info sessions for both prospective and admitted students
• Conduct surveys and interviews to enhance the admission experiences for Chinese students

Contact Us!

Maggie Xia
Co-President
Email: maggie.xia@duke.edu

Iris Ding
Co-President
Email: shiyun.ding@duke.edu
Health Provider Association

Description

• Health Provider Association (HPA) is a diversity organization dedicated to understanding and highlighting the importance of the health care provider perspective
• Our activities include community-building events within Fuqua and connecting Fuqua to the broader Duke clinical community, professional events around education and career preparation, and other events that facilitate our mission of showing an effective linkage between business and health care delivery
• While separate from Health Care Club (a professional club), students are more than welcome to be members of both HPA and Health Care Club

Key Events

• Day at DUH: Speaker and Tour event at Duke University Hospital
• Speaker Series: Distinguished healthcare providers coming to speak about their experiences
• Friday Rounds: Social mixers among Fuqua’s HPA members and students at Duke studying medicine, nursing, and physical therapy

Contact

• Christian Bailey-Burke: christian.baileyburke@duke.edu
• Oluwaseyi Atoyebi: oluwaseyi.atoyebi@duke.edu
• Website: https://sites.duke.edu/fuquahealthproviderassociation/
Fuqua’s South Asian Business & Diversity Club

Indus focuses on sharing the rich and diverse South Asian culture with the Team Fuqua community, increasing knowledge about business opportunities and innovation in a big emerging market block, and providing support to incoming students from the region as they navigate life in B-school.

Key Events

- Indian Independence Day Party
- Holi and Diwali Party
- Distinguished Speaker Events
- Recruitment Coaching
- South Asian Lunch & Learn Events
- Alumni Networking Events

For queries, reach out to:

Amit Kumar  
amit.kumar@duke.edu

Sidharth Dua  
sidharth.dua@duke.edu
Shalom!

The JBA aims to support and foster Fuqua’s Jewish community within and beyond Fuqua. The club organizes celebrations around major Jewish holidays for Jewish and non-Jewish students, and aims to educate the broader Fuqua community about Jewish culture and traditions.

For more info, contact the JBA Co-Presidents Julia & Jared:

Julia.Reifman@duke.edu | Jared.Mandel@duke.edu

https://sites.duke.edu/jewishbusinessassociation/
Co- Presidents:
Matías & Claudia

Latin American Student Association
LASA: A HOME AWAY FROM HOME❤️
Supporting the LASA Family, at Fuqua & beyond!

matias.votobernales@duke.edu | claudia.einhorn@duke.edu

C A R E E R
Support the community’s recruitment process and professional growth
- Personalized guidance throughout recruitment process
- Resume & Cover Letter Review Sessions + Interview Prep
- Awareness and support for Pre-MBA programs
- Increase access to best opportunities in US and LATAM

S O C I A L
Share our diverse cultures by hosting the best events and parties at Fuqua
- Traditional events: Dia de Los Muertos Party, White Party and Experiencia LASA
- Small gatherings: Potlucks, Small Dinners, Baby Showers
- Foster tight-knit relationships within LASA while sharing out culture with the broader Fuqua community

A D M I S S I O N S
Nurture the relationship with prospective and admitted students to attract the best Latin talent
- Strengthen the Fuqua brand in LATAM
- Happy Hours & Workshops with prospective students
- Mi Casa Tu Casa program
- Foster early connections between FY & SY

E X T E R N A L  R E L A T I O N S
Foster strong network of Latin companies and professionals and host the LASA Conference
- Gather top of their field speakers to share LATAM business and government perspective
- Expand relationship with LASA Fuqua & Duke alumni
- Pursue sponsorship with companies

8 Cabinets (SY & FY)
+ 220 active members
+ 15 countries represented

LASA Barbeque
Dia de Los Muertos Party
Experiencia LASA
LDSSA (Latter-day Saint Student Association)

Who we are: faith-based group focused on events that bring the Fuqua community together, regardless of faith

What we do:
- Seasonal/holiday events focused on inclusion
- Build relationships with LDSSA alumni
- Provide support in balancing faith, family, career, school

Past Events:
- Seasonal parties, e.g. Halloween, Christmas, Easter, etc.
- Networking events with LDSSA alumni
- Dinner with prospective LDSSA students
- Service activities in the Fuqua and Durham communities

Contact:
Spencer Totsch: spencer.totsch@duke.edu
Taylor Jamison: taylor.jamison@duke.edu
MEM/MBA CLUB

**Purpose:** Serve as a hub for all concurrent Master of Environmental Management and MBA students while promoting cross graduate school connectivity.

**Key Events**
1. Fall and Spring Mixers
2. Fall Retreat
3. Alumni Networking
4. Career and Internship Workshops

**Contacts:** Jordan Mullens // jordan.mullens@duke.edu
John Rooney // john.rooney@duke.edu

**Website:** https://sites.duke.edu/memmbaclub/
Fuqua Low-Income, First-Generation Experience Club (LIFE)

LIFE focuses on promoting and supporting students who are first-generation and from low-income backgrounds. The club aims to mitigate structural barriers and improve the overall business school experience for members through programming and resources related to admissions, alumni support, community engagement, and professional development.

KEY EVENTS

**LIFE Lens**: A panel of LIFE members share their stories and experiences with the greater Fuqua community.

**LIFE Socials**: Social events to deepen relationships around a common, shared identity

**LIFE Career Sessions**: navigating recruitment, job offers, negotiations

CONTACTS

Juan Pablo Parra: juan.parra@duke.edu
Laura Jaramilo-Gil: laura.jaramillo-gil@duke.edu

https://sites.duke.edu/fuqualife/
Our Mission:

The Muslims in Business (MIB) club strives to cultivate a community for Muslims and promotes an inclusive environment for all Fuqua students, regardless of faith.

MIB partners with the Duke Center for Muslim Life to foster meaningful interaction between Fuqua and Duke.

Please get in touch with us.

Aneeq Cheema | Co-President | aneeq.cheema@duke.edu
Sherzod Azamov | Co-President | sherzod.azamov@duke.edu
Arts@Fuqua
A diverse group of art loving folks at Fuqua. All art forms and skill levels are welcome.

Music – Events
• Fuqua’s Got Talent (Spring)
  • Similar to America’s Got Talent, TBD
• Fuqua Unplugged (1 per term)
  • Casual acoustic performances, TBD
• Visit to DAPAC
  • Musicals: Wicked, Harry Potter, etc

Visual Arts – Events
• Photography
  • Photo contest
• Painting, Dance and Other Events
  • Workshops
  • Dependent upon interest to lead events
• Visits to Arts Centers
  • Visits to Durham/Raleigh museums and special exhibits

Get In Touch
Bianca Gauvin - bianca.gauvin@duke.edu
Melisa Ynga – melisa.ynga@duke.edu
https://fuquaconnect.duke.edu/organization/arts-fuqua

Hand-painted wine glass workshop
Visit to Raleigh’s Art Museum
Wicked at Durham Performing Arts Center
Ornament Workshop
Duke MBA Board Games Club

We are a group of board games lovers, from beginners to experts, and we simply want to have fun, meet new people, and develop our strategic thinking.

OUR MISSION
Increase social interaction among Fuqua students through “board game nights”

WHAT WE DO
• FREE board game rentals from the Fuqua library (open to anyone!)
• Board game events at Fuqua, Ninth Street, and local Durham bars/restaurants

MORE INFORMATION, Co-Presidents:
Tatu Sacheri: tatu.sacheri@duke.edu
Ankit Agarwal: agarwal.ankit@duke.edu

No experience necessary!
Duke Graduate School Outdoors club, focused on building outdoor leadership experiences through the promotion of teamwork, collaboration, and a deeper appreciation for the natural world. We invite you to know the outdoor opportunities that Durham has, and to go

**What we do?**
- Weekly Workout: Every week a different local trail
- Outdoor Skills and Leadership Workshops
- Keystone International Backpacking Trips
  - Patagonia Trip, Nacional Parks Trips
- Outdoor social events: BBQ, kayak, trekking, climbing and more

**WE INVITE YOU TO GO INTO THE OUTDOORS WITH US!**

Link: [Whatsapp Group](#)

Follow us on Instagram: [@dukeuniversitybold](#)

Co-president emails: [Monserrat.etcheverryfonck@duke.edu](mailto:Monserrat.etcheverryfonck@duke.edu) [jon.joyner@duke.edu](mailto:jon.joyner@duke.edu)
The Duke MBA Culinary Club

• Fuqua’s premier culinary club features cook-offs, restaurant exploration, potlucks, how-to cooking sessions, and our annual flagship event: **Iron Chef Fuqua**

• For more information:
  • Hamlet Newsom
    (hamlet.newsom@duke.edu)
Fuqua Hoops

What We Do

• Pickup basketball – twice a week, all genders and skill levels welcome!

• Tournaments against other business school teams

• Intramural teams

• Volunteering with Fuqua Special Olympics Club (FSO)

• Blue Cup Tournament (Duke v. UNC)

Co-Presidents Contact Info

• jared.mandel@duke.edu
• kade.kenlon@duke.edu
What we do: We meet to have fun! Every other week we have jam sessions, which are for us to get out of our comfort zone, practice public speaking, meet new people, and of course, IMPROV.

If you feel tired, overwhelmed by everything what’s going on or if you just want to meet people and hang out, we are the perfect club!

More info! FuquaConnect webpage: https://fuquaconnect.duke.edu/organization/improv-club

Contact Co-Presidents:
Benedict Ashiedu (benedict.ashiedu@duke.edu)
Ribhav Hora (ribhav.hora@duke.edu)
Fuqua Golf Club

Co-Presidents:
Michael Hietpas
Jackson Funke

Purpose:
Fuqua Golf Club aims to provide instructional, social, and competitive opportunities for golfers of all skill-levels or individuals with a general interest in the game of golf.

Contact Co-Presidents for more information!
kiana.hainsworth@duke.edu
zach.russo@duke.edu

Example Past Events
• Spring MBA Masters Tournament
• Fridays at the Washington Duke driving range (drink and range ball deals)
• Ladies’ Sip ‘n Swing Events
• 1Y/2Y Ryder Cup Competition
• Putting Competition
• Graduation Parent Outing

Other Information and Perks
• Student rates at the Washington Duke
• Place to connect with other students with similar interests and skill level
• Golf lesson deals
• Socialization and relaxation just down the street
• Pinehurst golf deals and club outings

Follow us on Instagram! @fuquagolfclub
We are here to coordinate events for all Partners, their students, their children, and even their dogs to enjoy! Some events we have done are:

- Ice Cream Socials
- Picnics
- Friendsgiving
- Holiday Party
- Valentine’s Day Brunch

@fuquapartners

Fuqua Partners welcomes you to a community of support, advice, friendship, and fun!

Any questions?
Please reach out to Ana Morgan or Regina García Olvera
anasmorgan21@gmail.com
regina.gar.olvera@gmail.com

We can’t wait to meet you!
The Fuqua Special Olympics Club (FSO) is a social club that will empower the Fuqua community to connect socially, engage and support athletes, and fundraise for the Special Olympics of North Carolina. Our goal is to create fun moments for the Fuqua community to rally around a cause, bringing the energy and enthusiasm necessary for our club’s sustained success. Each semester is comprised of social, volunteer, and fundraising events.

Events:
• S9 Pool Party
• Fuqua Derby
• Auction
• MBA Games
• Softball Tournament

Class of 2025 Contacts:
Seamus Connelly: seamus.connelly@duke.edu
Billy Griffin-Santiago: billy.griffin-Santiago@duke.edu
Cady Sanderson: cadysanderson@gmail.com
Fuqua Volleyball Club

What do we do?

Host weekly pickup volleyball sessions throughout the year.
  ▪ Summer/Spring/Fall – Indoor and Outdoor
  ▪ Winter – Indoor

Organize Women’s and Men’s Blue Cup Volleyball vs. Kenan-Flagler.
  ▪ And win!

Coordinate indoor co-ed tournaments with faculty, other schools, and intramurals here at Duke.

Who are we?

Questions? Feel free to reach out to Mariana Valle and Eric Lan!
mariana.valle@duke.edu / eric.lan@duke.edu
UNDERGRADUATE MENTORSHIP

Fuqua2Duke

Fuqua2Duke seeks to enhance Duke University through meaningful mentorship interactions between the Fuqua and the Duke Undergraduate communities

- **Sept 2023**: Information Session & First Year Cabinet Applications
- **Oct 2023**: Mentorship Pairings Announced & Fuqua Undergrad Matching Event
- **Fall II 2024**: Mentorship Relationships Begin, Aligned w/ Undergraduate Recruiting Cycle
- **Spring 2024**: Comprehensive Postseason Analysis & Leadership Transitions

Please reach out to the Co-Presidents with any questions!

Amit.iarochevsky@duke.edu, melisa.ynga@duke.edu
Fuqua Fit - Inspiring people to have a healthy lifestyle.

Weekly runs

5k walks/runs

Cycling

Crossfit

Triathlon

Marathons

For more info and to join Slack / Whatsapp groups – contact the co-presidents: Ricardo.Mendonca@duke.edu & Marcos.Fiestas@duke.edu
A tradition dating back to at least 1991, FuquaVision produces approximately 4 shows each year that poke fun at life at business school. Think of it as Fuqua’s version of SNL!

Our primary mission is to bond Fuqua through humor and creativity.

FuquaVision is a 100% student run production (and most of us are very bad at production). No prior experience is required to participate! Even if your only experience is on the 'Gram, you qualify.
Fuqua Ski & Snowboard Club

Our mission is simple. Plan unreal trips to travel, ski, snowboard, and get stoked with Team Fuqua!

Traditionally, the club organizes two trips:

**Winter Break (Dec/Jan)**
- Domestic
- *Past locations:* Jackson Hole, WY; Telluride, CO; Breckenridge, CO; Park City, UT

**Spring Break (Mar)**
- Full week in Europe (typically)
- Package usually includes lodging, meals, social activities
- Small groups of friends usually do some traveling together before/after the main trip
- *Past locations:* Cortina, Italy (Dolomites); Val Thorens, France (Alps); Zermatt, Switzerland (Alps)

Contacts: Kirsten Schweppe ([Kirsten.schweppe@duke.edu](mailto:Kirsten.schweppe@duke.edu)), Alexandra Schultz ([Alexandra.shultz@duke.edu](mailto:Alexandra.shultz@duke.edu)), Ben Stafslien ([Ben.stafslien@duke.edu](mailto:Ben.stafslien@duke.edu))
Duke MBA Soccer Club

PLAY
- Weekly Practices & Scrimmages
- FY vs SY game
- E-sports tournaments
- MBA Soccer Tournaments

TEAM
- Season Kickoff Social
- Happy Hour Events
- BBQ Post-Tournament
- Watch Parties

LEARN
- Beginner practice
- Tactical Analysis of Games
- Collaboration with Sports & Entertainment
- Conferences

Enrique Loyola
enrique.loyola@duke.edu

Matias Tomei
matias.tomei@duke.edu

Rai Bastos
rai.correabastos@duke.edu
FUQUA TENNIS CLUB

Contact:
- Bryan Graybill:
  bryan.graybill@duke.edu
- Nick Sorokin:
  nick.sorokin@duke.edu

WHO:
Everyone! from beginners to advanced players, including partners (You don’t need to have your own racket and balls because you can borrow from us!)

WHAT:
1. Two hitting sessions every week
2. Tournaments
3. External events (with UNC or local clubs. TBD)

When:
1. Hitting sessions: Tuesday-Thursday: 6pm-7:30pm (might change during winter)
2. Tournaments: Section Cup (Oct), Fuqua Slam (Feb), Blue Cup (April)
3. External events: TBD

Where:
- Fall: Brodie Courts (Outdoor/East Campus)
- Winter: Sheffield Tennis Center (Indoor/West Campus)